LINCOLN T-FLEX® CODERS

QUALITY AND SERVICE
For more than 30 years Lincoln Coders has built a reputation for excellence in the carton coding
industry. The T-Flex® coding system consists of a T-Flex® Coder, T-Flex® Rubber Type and a
Porelon® Ink Roll. These dependable roller coders are the choice of thousands of companies the
world over.
Featuring the best service in the industry, coders, parts, ink rolls - even custom type - are generally shipped from the factory within 24 hours.

INDEX CODER
Prints once on each carton in the same spot. Featuring Lincoln’s patented cam and spring assembly - still
unique in the industry. To “index” there must be a
gap between each carton. Available in 3 standard
models, prints up to 3/4” (19mm) characters.

RANDOM CODER
Prints continously on each carton. Also prints on
flat stock, web-fed materials, etc. Standard
models print up to 3/4” (19mm) characters.

MULTI-LINE CODER

TRAY MARKING ‘SR’ CODER

T-FLEX®
MODELS
FOR
SPECIAL
CODING
APPLICATIONS

LARGE CHARACTER CODERS

RIBTYPE CODERS (6 MODELS)

NP50-R
NON-POROUS PRINTER

NON-POROUS APPLICATIONS
The NP50-R printer, with a quick drying ink system, has been developed specifically for use on non-porous
surfaces such as plastic, metal, glass and most high-gloss or varnished surfaces.
As an economical alternative to high-maintenance ink-jet printers or costly offset printers, it is especially
suited for continuous printing on web-fed rolls, flat metal or plastic sheets, etc. Use it to code lot numbers,
heat numbers, production dates, etc.
The NP50-R uses a new long-lasting Poly Ink® roll which is completely enclosed to prevent evaporation. The
ink is metered and evenly fed to the printing type via a unique transfer roller.
Print sizes from 1/8” to 1/2” (3.2mm to 12.7mm), type may be ordered in individual pieces (sorts) or multiplecharacter strips (logos).
As always, your order is on its way from the factory in 24 hours or less.

PRINT SIZES FOR T-FLEX® CODERS
Our most popular sizes are shown. Many other sizes and styles are available.

PORELON® INK ROLL
The “clean hands” way to code your product. No inky mess on your production lines. Porelon® rolls are available in a variety of sizes to fit any T-Flex
coder.
For special inks, felt and foam rubber rolls are available. Also the new Longlasting non-porous ink rolls for metal, glass, plastic, etc.

MOUNTING INFORMATION
Mounting is as easy as drilling a few holes. Specify left-hand, right-hand or
top mount. Standard mounting bracket included - others available.

